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We have the technology



The first of its kind, in the marketplace…



That can track, monitor, and report

on click through tax data

          

also called Affiliate Nexus Tax

or Amazon tax


on a Global level …


             



We are seeking $600K+ 

We are offering 20%

Unitrac is the first of its kind

on the planet…


A new revenue stream for Governments

and protection for 25 million US ecommerce merchants

unitrac.io



This reporting is required by many states, but the technology

hasn’t existed… until now


This is a global game changer as other countries create

laws that implement click tax requirements

unitrac.io

25 Million USA Retailers are online

(Internet Retailer)



The affiliate marketing industry is poised to touch $7 Billion in revenues within five years. The 
competition in this market is becoming intense as spends on affiliate marketing are growing at 
around 27 per cent CAGR globally. (Forester Research)

Merchants on average see 23% of all of their online sales coming from affiliate partners 

(AffiliateBenchmarks)

81% OF BRANDS USE AFFILIATE MARKETING PROGRAMS 
(Forester Research)

 25 Million Retailers are online

(Internet Retailer)



https://www.salestaxinstitute.com/resources/remote-seller-nexus-chart

https://www.salestaxinstitute.com/resources/remote-seller-nexus-chart






FRAUD + Security 
we can stop fraudulent traffic from around the globe with Uniblock™

we can redirect bots and bad traffic anywhere you choose

we can block traffic from IP’s or countries

we protect your sales data the pixels only see the data that’s fired from each tag


AFFILIATES + INFLUENCERS 
we can stop duplicate network commissions

we can track influencer sales using Unicaps™ and Unibits™

we can track affiliate phone sales using Uniqu™

we can track affiliate sales with Unicaps™, we recover lost sales from cookie deletion


NEXUS TAX - CLICK TAX 
we can find which states you have a nexus

we can alert you when nexus is going to be developed in a state so you can act fast

we can report on each states nexus sales and number of partners in each state


GDPR 
we can ensure your company is in compliance


AD BLOCKERS 
Unitrac™ and Unimedia™ can ensure your ads get seen increase your sales dramatically by 
getting past ad blockers
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         Unicaps™ 

parameter values you create that capture click path data so you can track individual marketing 
campaigns. Also track + capture lost affiliate sales from deleted cookies!

 

         Unibit™ 

a shortened tracking url for each destination url you want to track

 

         Uniports™ Data ports of analytics (Impressions, Clicks, Sales, Leads, click nexus sales per 
state) Uniports™ show on the reporting MAP

 

         Uniblock™  Block non-human, proxy server or other invalid traffic or non wanted country of 
origin traffic and redirect it to the url of your choice.

 

          Uniqu™ Uniqu posts your affiliates unique network ID’s as a promo code under your phone 
number so affiliates can be credited with phone sales - easy peezy!

 

           Unimedia™ We host all of your media assets and give you an image url to load in to all of 
your affiliate + influencer networks. Simply load up new media into Unimedia™ and instantly 
update all of your networks media in a snap!


















Unitrac.io™ is the most needed middleware solution of its time

and it is time!
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Founders

Heather Paulson 50% owner offering 10%
HPC Heather Paulson Consulting Inc
hpcmanagement.co

Luke Kingland 50% owner offering 10%  
kingland.io llc
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http://hpcmanagement.co
http://kingland.io


you only need one…

unitrac.io


